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steps:
1. Select a piece of jewelry, such as a pendant, that features open cells. Cover the back of the jewelry item 


  with the Colores™ tape. Please Note: Make sure your piece is completely finished before applying Colores™. 


  Tip: Do not grind the piece after you have applied the Colores™; it will not buff well.


2. Lay the piece on a very flat surface and raise it up if necessary to accommodate a bail (you can use business cards 


  to achieve the right height). 


3. Select the Colores™ color you wish to use for your piece and, in a mixing cup, slowly mix each color with the hardener.  


  The ratio is two parts resin, one part hardener. Be sure to mix the minimum required. Please Note: You will have about 


  20 minutes of working time with the epoxy before it hardens.


4. Using a toothpick, add a drop of color to the open cell and manipulate the Colores™ epoxy so it fills the cell entirely. 


  For a fun effect, combine colors or use a toothpick to swirl opaque epoxies. Please Note: If you need to clean off any 


  of the epoxy from the jewelry piece itself, wait for it to cure completely and it should flake off. Tip: If you want to mix colors, 


  you need to mix the color before you add the hardener. If you want to add a color next to another color, this needs to be 


  done within 24 hours; if you wait too long, you will see a line where the two colors meet. 


5. Cover the piece with a cup or dish and let it sit for about 72 hours. Once it cures, peel the tape off the back of the 


  jewelry piece and enjoy your new stained glass effect. 
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Stained Glass Effects


supplies:
Order #  Description  


624-664  Sterling dragonfly pendant
626-581  Sterling “Peace” pendant
638-989  Colores™ tape for stained glass
638-992  Colores™ mixing cups
638-975  Colores™ thin hardener
638-963  Colores™ gemtone transparent resin
638-962  Colores™ bright opaque colors set
—    Toothpicks
—    Plastic cup


Add a splash of color to your designs with a stained glass effect. Learn how 


to include vibrant, swirling colors with Colores™.
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